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Abstract—High-precision sensor networks and localization sys-
tems require precise time and frequency synchronization. In this
paper, we present a novel high-precision frequency synchroniza-
tion approach for wireless network devices. It adapts the local
oscillator frequency of a receiver to the frequency of a transmitter
and can be integrated into existing wireless communication
systems. The measurement of frequency differences as well as
the frequency adjustment is realized in Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs). Using a 60 GHz wireless experimental setup, the
receiver clock is aligned to the transmitter clock with a precision
of 37 picoseconds.

I. INTRODUCTION

A precise and accurate time and frequency synchronization

between remote devices is essential for many applications

including wireless sensor networks and modern communi-

cation or localization systems. These applications need time

synchronization accuracies ranging from microseconds down

to nanoseconds.

Oscillators provide the time bases in almost every electronic

system. However, each oscillator has an unintended and gener-

ally arbitrary offset from its nominal frequency. Additionally,

they have a frequency drift – an undesired change in frequency

with time, which can be caused by component aging and

environmental changes. Frequency drift can occur in either

direction and is not necessarily linear [1]. Thus, in systems

requiring a highly precise and accurate synchronization it is

fundamental to deal with frequency synchronization which

is also termed syntonization. To distinguish the terms, we

follow the definition of the National Institute of Standards and

Technology [1]:

Synchronization is the process of setting two or more

clocks to the same time.

Syntonization is the process of setting two or more

oscillators to the same frequency.

Precision has several meanings in time and fre-

quency metrology. In the context of this paper, it

refers to the degree of mutual agreement among a

series of individual measurements, values, or results.

Precision is analogous to standard deviation.

This paper presents a novel syntonization approach for

wireless network devices using Field Programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs are integrated circuits that can be

reprogrammed to a desired application. The syntonization

is realized in the receiver only. Therefore, an unidirectional

connection is sufficient.

The main contributions of this work are:

1) We present a high-precision syntonization approach for

wireless networks.

2) Our solution extends common wireless receiver archi-

tectures in order to combine data transmission and

syntonization.

3) We use FPGA-internal structures for a precise receiver

syntonization.

4) Our solution is not limited to a specific frequency range.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the

next section presents related work in this field of research.

Our method for syntonization is explained in Section III.

Section IV describes the experimental setup and the achieved

results. This paper is concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The state-of-the-art solutions in high-precision wireless

networks use the Global Position System (GPS) for syn-

tonization [2], [3], [4] - optionally in conjunction with Oven

Controlled Crystal Oscillators or atomic clocks. In this section,

we limit the related work to systems realized without GPS,

because our approach does not use it.

The White Rabbit (WR) project [5] is one solution in

the field of wired networks. The syntonization is done by

Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE) and synchronization is realized

by the Precision Time Protocol (PTP). The guaranteed sub-

nanoseconds accuracy and picoseconds precision among a few

thousand nodes is an excellent benchmark for all systems

combining syntonization and synchronization. However, due

to the fact that WR uses SyncE for syntonization, the solution

is not transferable to wireless networks. A wireless system

with a comparable performance is not yet available.

In [6], syntonization is used to improve the synchronization

in wireless sensor networks. The synchronization error is in

the order of microseconds. However, the author’s aim was to

extend the synchronization intervals and decrease the offset

error between adjacent synchronization points. Furthermore, a

decrease of power consumption was achieved.

A precise solution was developed by Locata [7]. It is a

localization system that works with radio stations independent

of GPS. In LocataNet, all slaves are syntonized to a master

using the so called TimeLoc algorithm. Over a distance of

15 m, they measured the frequency stability with a precision

of 51 ps. LocataNet uses a special hardware that is not made

for data transfers.



Compared to our preliminary work [8], we present a vastly

improved method aligning the clock of a receiver to the

clock of a transmitter. Our new solution achieves syntonization

results comparable to LocataNet.

III. METHOD FOR SYNTONIZATION

The standard wireless communication infrastructure consists

of an analog radio frequency (RF) front end and a digital

baseband system. In order to be compatible with wireless

communication systems, we extend this structure by two

components as shown in Fig. 1:

1) A Frequency Analyzer that determines the frequency

difference Δf between ClockT and ClockR.

2) A Clock Synthesizer that adjusts the frequency of

ClockR with the result that Δf = 0.

ClockT and ClockR are used as reference clocks for the RF

front ends. With this arrangement, the receiver clock ClockR

can be tracked to the transmitter clock ClockT.

The following subsections describe the process of measuring

frequency differences, a solution for frequency adjustment

using FPGAs, and our algorithm for syntonization.

A. Measurement of Frequency Differences

The frequency difference Δf between ClockR and ClockT

can be described by:

Δf = fClockR
− fClockT

(1)

We determine Δf with a coarse and a fine measurement.
1) Coarse measurement: The transmitter sends unique net-

work packets every a clock cycles of ClockT. The receiver

detects them and counts b clock cycles between the occurrence

of two adjacent packets using ClockR. This can be expressed

as a
fClockT

= b
fClockR

. Using Eq. (1), Δfcoarse can be calculated

with:

Δfcoarse =
(
1− a

b

)
· fClockR

(2)

The resolution of Δfcoarse and the residual error depend on

the observation period. A fine resolution needs long-term

measurements. Since it is only the mean that is calculated

over the observation period, short-term frequency drifts are

not detectable with this method.
2) Fine measurement: The approach is based on the fact

that minimal frequency differences of ClockT and ClockR

cause phase differences of the carrier waves. This directly

affects the phasing of the baseband data as well. It can be seen

in the result of the In-Phase Quadrature Demodulation (IQ De-

modulation) which is used in almost all modern digital radio
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver architectures for syntonization.

transceivers. The I and Q signals, typically represented as

complex pointers, rotate depending on the phase relation of

the carrier frequencies fc of the transmitter and the receiver.

Wireless receivers normally compensate this relation in the

digital baseband processing. Here, the phase relation is used

to calculate the frequency difference Δffine. The phase change

Δφ of well-known sequences (e.g., preambles of transmitted

packets) is observed by the receiver during a time period Δt
which is determined by counting d clock cycles of ClockR

(Δt = d
fClockR

). Δffine can be determined by:

Δffine =

(
Δφ

c · 360◦ · d
)
· fClockR

, c =
fc

fClockR

(3)

The sensitivity of this method makes frequency drifts de-

tectable after a short period of time. To detect the drift

properly, the difference of the phases has to be less than 180◦.

Otherwise, the direction of rotation cannot be determined.

B. Frequency Adjustment using FPGAs
There are different approaches for frequency adjustment.

Commonly, Voltage-controlled Crystal Oscillators (VCXO)

are used. Modern FPGAs from Xilinx including Virtex-6 and

7 Series FPGAs are suitable as well. They contain Clock

Management Tiles [9] that include a Mixed-Mode Clock

Manager (MMCM) and a Phase-locked Loop (PLL). Both

components serve as clock synthesizers for frequencies up

to 800 MHz. In this context, the MMCM with its phase-

shift capability is the most interesting feature. A periodic

increase or decrease of the phase results in a slightly modified

output frequency. The step size of a phase shift depends

only on the frequency fVCO of the internal Voltage-controlled

oscillator (VCO) and is defined by:

PSstep =
1

56 · fVCO

(4)

After 12 cycles of the programming clock fps_clk a phase

shift is completed. A hardware module utilizes the periodic

shift operations. Eq. (5) is used to calculate the time interval in

which a phase shift is performed periodically. The parameters

k and l are variable during runtime, m is constant.

Tps =

(
k +

l

2m

)
· 1

fps_clk

⎧⎨
⎩

k ∈ N, k ≥ 12
l ∈ N0, l < 2m

m ∈ N0

(5)

Finally, the tuning frequency Δftune of a MMCM is deter-

mined by:

ftune = (−1)h ·PSstep

Tps

·fnom

{
h = 0 : phase increment

h = 1 : phase decrement
(6)

with fnom being the nominal output frequency of MMCM.
The phase noise of a MMCM was investigated using a

ZedBoard including Zynq FPGA [10]. A schematic drawing

of the setup and the results of the phase noise measurements

are shown in Fig. 2. In comparison to VCXOs, the phase jitter

generated by MMCMs is high, particularly in the range from

10 kHz to 100 MHz. Therefore, the usage of an additional jitter

cleaner [11] is reasonable in applications that require a very

low phase noise.
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Fig. 2. Setup and measured phase noise of MMCM using a signal source
analyzer [12]. The integrated phase jitter was calculated based on [13].

C. Algorithm

Our algorithm in the receiver consists of four steps:

1) Measurement of Δfcoarse using ClockR

2) Frequency adjustment of ClockR using Δfcoarse

3) Measurement of Δffine using ClockR

4) Frequency adjustment of ClockR using Δffine and back

to 3)

The first two steps are used to reduce a possibly large

frequency offset. The remaining error and the frequency drift

are periodically compensated by the last two steps of the

algorithm.

The parameters for realizing the frequency adjustment can

be determined as follows: ClockR is generated by a MMCM.

The frequency fClockR
used in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) can be

described by:

fClockR
= fnom + ftune (7)

The generalized form of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) is:

Δfi = z · fClockR
(8)

After measuring Δfi, a new frequency (fClockR
)∗ is deter-

mined by:

(fClockR
)∗ = fClockR

−Δfi (9)

Using Eq. (9) in combination with the Eq. (5), Eq. (6),

Eq. (7), and Eq. (8), the new parameters h∗, k∗, and l∗ can

be calculated with:

(−1)(h)
∗

(k)∗ + (l)∗
2m

=
(−1)h · (1− z)

k + l
2m

− z

PSstep · fps_clk

(10)

PSstep and fps_clk are constant. h∗, k∗, and l∗ depend on the

previous parameters h, k, and l and on the measurement z.
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Fig. 3. Simplified schematic of the 60 GHz experimental setup including the
measuring points MP 1, MP 2, and MP 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

A schematic drawing of our 60 GHz experimental setup is

presented in Fig. 3. The main hardware components were:

• ZedBoard [10] including a Xilinx Zynq FPGA and a

100 MHz crystal oscillator [14]

• Jitter cleaner [11]

• 60 GHz transceiver [15]

The used oscillators had a nominal frequency of 100 MHz

and a frequency stability of ± 25 ppm [14]. Since they were

sensitive to environmental conditions, especially to tempera-

ture changes, they were sufficient to demonstrate the benefit

of the proposed method. The parameters of our experimental

setup were determined by the properties of the crystals.

ClockT and ClockR were created by MMCMs using the

external crystal oscillators. They had a nominal frequency of

300 MHz. Both jitter reduced clocks were used in the radio

modules to generate the carrier frequency fc of 58.8 GHz. To

achieve a difference of less than 0.05 ppb for two adjacent

programmable frequencies in the relevant range of ± 50 ppm,

we chose fVCO = 900 MHz, fps_clk = 300 MHz, and m = 10.

The parameter c used in Eq. (3) was approximately 200.

This means, a 1◦ phase change of ClockT or ClockR resulted

in 200◦ phase change in the carrier band. Therefore, our

experimental setup was sensitive to phase noise and the usage

of jitter cleaners was indispensable.

A known sequence was transmitted every second. Frequency

Analyzer 1 (FA 1) used these sequences to measure Δfcoarse

and to adjust the frequency of ClockR.

When the coarse frequency adjustment was completed, our

measurements have shown that the duration of a 90◦ phase

change in the carrier band was at least 200 μs. In this time



Fig. 4. Frequency difference compensated by MMCM 1 and remaining
frequency error at MP 3. Please note the different scaling of the y-axes.

interval, a new phase was estimated. In order to calculate

the frequency difference, several phase changes had to be

detected to eliminate errors. Using a linear regression, the

angular velocity was approximated and the output frequency

of MMCM 1 was adjusted by FA 1. This solution achieved a

precision of 3 ns measured at points MP 1 and MP 3 in Fig. 3.

In order to achieve better results, the jitter cleaner output

was used as the reference input for MMCM 2. Running

MMCM 2 with fVCO = 1050 MHz, one phase shift was

equivalent to one period of the carrier wave. Therefore,

MMCM 2 was able to correct the phase offset of one clock

cycle of the carrier wave immediately after its detection by

FA 2. Consequently, MMCM 1 corrected the major part of

the frequency drift, whereas MMCM 2 regulated the phase

changes immediately.

In order to get a better impression of the internal func-

tionality, the frequency difference compensated by MMCM 1

and the remaining error at MP 3 were recorded (Fig. 4). The

dashed line shows the process of frequency drift between the

two clocks. It reveals a frequency offset of about 1200 Hz. The

solid line shows that frequent adjustments of MMCM 2 were

necessary to compensate the remaining error. Up to 500 phase

shifts per second were required to keep the clocks aligned.

The syntonization success was measured with a sampling

oscilloscope (Fig. 5). Under laboratory conditions, the preci-

sion σ was 36.63 ps. 68.9 % of the measurements fell into the

range of ±σ and 100 % into the range of ±3σ.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that high-precision syntoniza-

tion of wireless network devices can be realized with FPGAs.

The frequency difference can be determined in the receiver by

observing the phase change of well-known sequences. Using

MMCMs, the local clock of a receiver can be adapted to

the clock of a transmitter with a precision of 37 ps. The

presented approach is suitable for an integration into wireless

data transmission systems.
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Fig. 5. Phase alignment measurement of MP 1 and MP 2 using a sampling
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at MP 2 is shown as infinite persistence drawing.
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